
D E S I G N  G U I D E



Quality Cabinetry. Endless Appeal.

Introducing Arbor Creek Cabinetry—the latest from Cabinetworks Group. Borne from decades of 
experience in the channel, Arbor Creek offers quality construction and design appeal for large scale 
multi-family projects. From our framed and frameless options to our vast array of fantastic finishes, 
the Arbor Creek product line can meet the needs of any project concept, style, and budget.

Each customer and project are different, but every multi-family development follows a similar road 
to completion. Arbor Creek’s sales and support teams bring the expertise and capabilities needed to 
help you tackle the challenges of even the biggest projects. Plus, with capabilities from coast to coast, 
we deliver the same great quality no matter the project location.

Created with the purpose of providing an excellent product and experience to distributors 
serving the multi-family industry, we’re excited to help you discover Arbor Creek.

Selway Half Overlay Paint Grade in Grigio Grey 
COVER: Hammond 5-Piece Full Overlay Paint Grade in Dover White and Grigio Grey



Erie Frameless Thermofoil Laminate in Grey Cashmere and Fog Grey

Mazon Full Overlay Thermofoil Laminate  
in Bianco White

Nolin Half Overlay Maple in Coffee



The freedom of flexibility. Arbor Creek is pleased to offer partners the choice of both framed 

and frameless cabinet construction, because every project is different.

Framed and Frameless Cabinetry

With a variety of door styles—including flat panel, raised panel, Shaker, and slab—available in half or 

full overlay, our framed options can elevate designs from classic to contemporary. Within our framed 

product line, we offer finishes in paint, stain, and thermofoil laminate.

Vernon Full Overlay Maple in Nebbia 



When projects call for a more contemporary design, consider Arbor Creek’s frameless alternatives. 

Pair flat panel, Shaker, or slab options with paint, thermofused melamine, or thermofoil laminate 

finishes, to create looks that last at a variety of price points.

Anderson Frameless 
Thermofused Melamine in  

Frosty  White and Somber Grey





Holston Half Overlay Paint Grade in Dover White and Maple in Slate



FRAMED FINISH OFFERING
PAINTS

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINS

Pecan Slate Nebbia Nuvoloso

Coffee Graphite Espresso

THERMOFOIL LAMINATES

Bianco White Fog Grey



Featuring a wide Shaker design, Arbor Creek’s Hammond 
door embodies old world elegance reminiscent of 
handmade furniture. Sleek lines and quality finishes 
further enhance its simple, clean appeal. 

Hammond
FRAMED

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker door with 3" rails and stiles
  Veneer flat center panel, HDF door for  
 paint finishes
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and  
 tenon joinery
  Slab drawer fronts; full overlay style available  
 with a 5-piece drawer front option
  Available in half overlay and full overlay

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Maple Pecan



Holston
Classic Shaker styling is the hallmark of Arbor Creek’s  
Holston door. Subtle features like beveled inner rails add  
welcome refinement to this timeless look.

Maple Pecan

FRAMED

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker door with 2-1/4" rails and stiles
  Veneer flat center panel, HDF door for paint finishes
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
 Slab drawer fronts
 Available in half overlay and full overlay

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso



Nolin
Precision mitered and featuring beveled edges that 
eliminate the need for hardware, Arbor Creek’s Nolin 
door offers a tasteful profile in a variety of finishes.

Maple Pecan

FRAMED

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
	1-7/8" rails and stiles
  Veneer flat center panel
  Assembled with miter construction
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in half overlay

STAINED FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso



Selway
Arbor Creek craftsmanship has brought new life to 
a classic style: Selway. Featuring mortise and tenon 
construction, the attractive Selway door is the perfect 
addition to any space. 

FRAMED

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  2-1/4" rails and stiles
  Veneer flat center panel for stained products;  
 painted center panel may be veneer or MDF
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in half overlay and full overlay
  Painted doors use hardwood material

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso

Maple Pecan



Sayers
With its raised panel design, Arbor Creek’s Sayers 
cabinet door offers homeowners the comfort and 
warmth of enduring style. 

FRAMED

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  2-1/4" rails and stiles
  Veneer raised center panel for stained products;  
 painted center panel may be veneer or MDF
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in half overlay and full overlay
  Painted doors use hardwood material

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso

Maple Pecan



Vernon
The Vernon features contemporary lines that lend a 
refreshing, stately appearance to any space. The solid 
slab doors have exceptionally consistent and beautifully 
colored grain.

FRAMED

  3/4" thick doors and drawer fronts
  Slab door style
  Solid wood door for stain finishes; solid wood  
 door  for paint finishes
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in half overlay and full overlay

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso

Maple Pecan



Laurel
Highlighted by contemporary lines and finished with real 
wood veneer, Arbor Creek’s Laurel cabinet door can 
deliver clean, refreshing, consistent style to any space.

Maple Pecan

FRAMED

  5/8" thick doors and drawer fronts
  Slab door style; veneer edgebanded door for  
 stain finishes; HDF door for paint finishes
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in full overlay

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

STAINED FINISHES

PAINT FINISHES

Pecan

Coffee

Slate Nebbia

Graphite Nuvoloso

Espresso



Mazon
Quintessential Shaker simplicity, and cabinet construction 
that stands the test of time. Arbor Creek’s Mazon door 
is built with a preformed core wrapped in Thermofoil, 
delivering form, function, and a long-lasting look

Thermofoil Laminate Fog Grey

FRAMED

  5/8" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker style Thermofoil laminate door with  
 2-1/4" rails and stiles
  Slab drawer fronts
  Available in full overlay
  Doors are backed with white low  
 pressure melamine
 

Fog Grey Bianco White

THERMOFOIL FINISHES





Holston Frameless Paint Grade in Dover White



FRAMELESS FINISH OFFERING
PAINTS

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

THERMOFUSED MELAMINES

Frosty White Fog Grey Grigio Grey Vapor Strandz

White Chocolate Natural Elm Grey Sky Grey Cashmere

Somber Grey Graphite Dahat Teak Espresso



Grey Wenge

WengeBlue Steel Charcoal

Starlight

THERMOFOIL LAMINATES

Gloss White Bianco White Grey Sky

White Chocolate Fog Grey Rustic Grey Cashmere

Stone Somber Grey Grigio Grey

Ebony



Hammond door style will be  
available in April 2023. Watch for 
further communication with exact 
availability dates for this door style  
and associated finishes.

Hammond
Featuring a wide Shaker design, Arbor Creek’s Hammond 
door embodies old world elegance reminiscent of 
handmade furniture. Sleek lines and quality finishes 
further enhance its simple, clean appeal. 

Paint Grade Dove Grey

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker door with 3" rails and stiles
  HDF door
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
  Available with slab or 5-piece drawer fronts

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

PAINT FINISHES

FRAMELESS



Holston
Classic Shaker styling is the hallmark of Arbor Creek’s 
Holston door. Subtle features like beveled inner rails  
add welcome refinement to this timeless look. 

Paint Grade Dove Grey

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

PAINT FINISHES

FRAMELESS

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker door with 2-1/4" rails and stiles 
  HDF door 
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
 Slab drawer fronts

Holston door style will be  
available in April 2023. Watch for 
further communication with exact 
availability dates for this door style  
and associated finishes.



Selway door style will be  
available in April 2023. Watch for 
further communication with exact 
availability dates for this door style  
and associated finishes.

Selway
Arbor Creek craftsmanship has brought new life to 
a classic style: Selway. Featuring mortise and tenon 
construction, the attractive Selway door is the perfect 
addition to any space. 

Paint Grade Dove Grey

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

PAINT FINISHES

FRAMELESS

  3/4" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  2-1/4" rail and stiles
  Hardwood rails and stiles; center panel may be  
 MDF or  veneer
  Assembled with 5-piece mortise and tenon joinery
  Slab drawer fronts



Laurel door style will be available  
in April 2023. Watch for further 
communication with exact  
availability dates for this door  
style and associated finishes.

Laurel
Highlighted by contemporary lines, Arbor Creek’s  
Laurel cabinet door can deliver clean, refreshing, 
consistent style to any space.

Paint Grade Dove Grey

Dover White Dove Grey Grigio Grey

PAINT FINISHES

FRAMELESS

  5/8" thick doors and drawer fronts
  HDF slab door
  Slab drawer fronts



Anderson door style will be  
available in April 2023. Watch for  
further communication with exact 
availability dates for this door style 
and associated finishes.

Anderson
Crisp, modern, and durable design. Using high-pressure 
thermofused melamine, Arbor Creek’s Anderson door  
delivers a clean look built to last.

Thermofused Melamine Grey Cashmere

THERMOFUSED MELAMINE FINISHES

FRAMELESS

  5/8" thick doors and drawer fronts
  Features thermofused melamine on the  
 front and back sides of doors 
  Slab drawer fronts

Graphite

Vapor Strandz White Chocolate Grey Sky

Grey CashmereNatural Elm Somber Grey

Dahat Teak Espresso

Frosty White Fog Grey Grigio Grey



Erie door style will be available 
in April 2023.  Watch for further 
communication with exact  
availability dates for this door  
style and associated finishes.

Erie
Cutting edge construction meets bold styling with 
Arbor Creek’s Erie cabinet door. Featuring a preformed 
core wrapped in rigid Thermofoil, Erie can provide 
homeowners with years of consistent color and reliability.

Thermofoil Laminate Grey Cashmere

FRAMELESS

  5/8" thick doors and drawer fronts
  Thermofoil laminate slab door style
  Slab drawer fronts
  Doors are backed with white low  
 pressure melamine

Starlight Bianco White Fog Grey

Grey Sky White Chocolate Grey Cashmere

Somber Grey Rustic Grey Wenge

Wenge Ebony Gloss White

THERMOFOIL FINISHES

Charcoal

Stone Grigio Grey Blue Steel



Mazon door style will be available 
in April 2023. Watch for further 
communication with exact availability 
dates for this door style and 
associated finishes.

Mazon
Quintessential Shaker simplicity, and cabinet construction 
that stands the test of time. Arbor Creek’s Mazon door 
is built with a preformed core wrapped in Thermofoil, 
delivering form, function, and a long-lasting look.

Thermofoil Laminate Grey Cashmere

FRAMELESS

  5/8" thick door frames and drawer fronts
  Shaker style Thermofoil laminate door with  
 2-1/4" rails and stiles
  Slab drawer fronts
  Doors are backed with white low  
 pressure melamine

Starlight Bianco White Fog Grey

Grey Sky White Chocolate Grey Cashmere

Somber Grey Rustic Grey Wenge

Wenge Ebony Gloss White

THERMOFOIL FINISHES

Charcoal

Stone Grigio Grey Blue Steel



Erie Frameless Thermofoil Laminate in Grey Cashmere and Fog Grey



Actual colors may vary slightly due to variations in screen color. For full color accuracy, please view a sample. Material dimensions listed 

may vary slightly from actual dimensions of the product. Construction and assembly methods may vary from what is shown in samples 

and imagery, but do not affect performance standards of products.

WWW. ARBORCREEKCABINETS.COM

Sayers Full Overlay Paint Grade in Dove Grey

Arbor Creek Cabinetry products are compliant with 
ANSI A161 . 1  -  2022 Performance and Construction 

Standard for Kitchen and Vanity Cabinets.




